The relative importance of the processes that generate and maintain biodiversity is a major and controversial topic in evolutionary biology with large implications for conservation management. The Atlantic Forest of Brazil, one of the world's richest biodiversity hot spots, is severely damaged by human activities. To formulate an efficient conservation policy, a good understanding of spatial and temporal biodiversity patterns and their underlying evolutionary mechanisms is required. With this aim, we performed a comprehensive phylogeographic study using a low-dispersal organism, the land planarian species Cephaloflexa bergi (Platyhelminthes, Tricladida). Analysing multi-locus DNA sequence variation under the Approximate Bayesian Computation framework, we evaluated two scenarios proposed to explain the diversity of Southern Atlantic Forest (SAF) region. We found that most sampled localities harbour high levels of genetic diversity, with lineages sharing common ancestors that predate the Pleistocene. Remarkably, we detected the molecular hallmark of the isolation-by-distance effect and little evidence of a recent colonization of SAF localities; nevertheless, some populations might result from very recent secondary contacts. We conclude that extant SAF biodiversity originated and has been shaped by complex interactions between ancient geological events and more recent evolutionary processes, whereas Pleistocene climate changes had a minor influence in generating present-day diversity. We also demonstrate that land planarians are an advantageous biological model for making phylogeographic and, particularly, fine-scale evolutionary inferences, and propose appropriate conservation policies.
INTRODUCTION
The causes of the origin and maintenance of extant biodiversity are central but controversial topics in evolutionary biology. Two hypotheses have dominated the debate on the major factors driving the high diversity of the Neotropics (Rull, 2011) . The so-called refuge hypothesis (Haffer, 1969) proposes the recurrent aridity-humidity cycles caused by Pleistocene glaciations as the main factor. However, this hypothesis is contradicted by a wealth of paleoclimatic evidence and molecular dating data (Rull, 2008; Hoorn et al., 2010) showing that extant biodiversity originated before the Pleistocene period. An alternative hypothesis asserts that the major diversification events occurred much earlier, during the Neogene period, and were mainly promoted by geological reorganizations (tectonic or paleogeographical) (Simpson, 1979) , and were also affected by biotic factors (for example, soil adaptations, biotic interactions and dispersal abilities) throughout the Quaternary and Neogene periods (Antonelli and Sanmartín, 2011) . The origin of extant biodiversity would therefore be the result of complex interactions among these processes that act at global or regional scales (Rull, 2011) . Hence, to obtain a complete understanding of the origin and distribution of biodiversity, it is critical to characterize the particular geological and paleoclimatic history of the region of interest, and to determine the evolutionary processes that have shaped extant biodiversity.
The Atlantic Forest of Brazil (AF) is one of the world's most important biodiversity hot spots (Myers et al., 2000) and, at the same time, one of the most threatened biomes on the planet. The area of the AF is currently severely reduced (11-16% of its original coverage remains; Ribeiro et al., 2009) , and it is seriously affected by habitat fragmentation (Gascon et al., 2000) . Even so, the remaining forest fragments still harbour a high number of endemic species. To preserve present-day biodiversity, several areas distributed across these fragments have been protected (conservation areas). Policy initiatives have been put forth to connect these areas with biological corridors with the aim of facilitating gene flow and, hence, restoring ecosystem functionality. However, an efficient and responsible conservation policy requires knowledge of current biodiversity patterns and, more importantly, a better understanding of their evolutionary history.
Recent surveys applying paleoclimate modelling (Carnaval and Moritz, 2008; Carnaval et al., 2009; Amaro et al., 2012) , phylogeographic analyses (Fitzpatrick et al., 2009; Thomé et al., 2010; D'Horta et al., 2011) and endemism distribution patterns (Costa et al., 2000) have concluded that the origin of AF genetic diversity predates the Pleistocene epoch. However, these analyses provide contradictory evidence regarding the influence of the Pleistocene glacial cycles on the extant patterns of genetic and species diversity. Paleoclimate modelling and some genetic studies support the existence of the forest throughout the last glaciations in the northern part of the AF (NAF; Figure 1 ; Cabanne et al., 2008) and a recent recolonization of southern AF regions (SAF; Figure 1 ; Grazziotin et al., 2006; Cabanne et al., 2007; Carnaval and Moritz, 2008; Carnaval et al., 2009) . Nevertheless, data on endemism and genetic diversity studies (Pinto-Da- Rocha et al., 2005; Thomé et al., 2010; Amaro et al., 2012) suggest that during the glaciations, SAF regions may have maintained considerable diversity in forest-dependent species. Many of these studies have focussed on organisms with a high-dispersal ability (basically vertebrates, Cabanne et al., 2008; D'Horta et al., 2011) that may hinder making fine-scale predictions. Specialized and low-dispersal organisms can preserve the genetic signature of the past climate and geological events in small geographical areas (Hugall et al., 2002; Sunnucks et al., 2006; Marske et al., 2011) . Thus, using a low-dispersal organism maximizes the probability, given comparable sampling designs, of detecting a finerscale genetic structure within the AF relative to other studies using higher-dispersal co-distributed organisms.
Land planarians (Platyhelminthes, Tricladida, Geoplanidae) are particularly appropriate for fine geographical scale genetic studies (Sunnucks et al., 2006; Alvarez-Presas et al., 2011 because of their poor vagility and low capacity to prevent water loss, thus being strongly dependent on environmental moisture (Froehlich, 1955; McDonald and Jones, 2007) . They seemingly withstand this limitation through behavioural strategies, such as hiding in damp soil refuges in the forest during the day and becoming active during the night. Although a few species are well adapted to open and human-transformed lands, most Neotropical species, including our focal species, Cephaloflexa bergi (Graff, 1899), are restricted to humid forest areas, chiefly natural forests (Carbayo et al., 2002) . These animals are hermaphrodites with crossed fertilization (Winsor et al., 2004) . Although for freshwater planarians some cases of asexuality are known, either by parthenogenesis or by fission, it is likely not the case in terrestrial planarians as we have never found worms showing the typical clear nonpigmented body end following fission, except asymmetrical marks resulting from accidental damage.
This study aims to contribute to the understanding of the processes underlying the origin and distribution of the biodiversity of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest and to gain insights into the discrepancies regarding the influence of Pleistocene glacial cycles on the extant patterns of biodiversity. To achieve these objectives, we focussed on C. bergi that we expect to mirror the forest distribution and to potentially be a good model to study the evolution of SAF biodiversity. We have conducted a comprehensive statistical phylogeographic analysis including several individuals per population that is fundamental for contrasting evolutionary scenarios using rigorous statistical methods based on the coalescent theory (Bertorelle et al., 2010) . Specifically, we expected to find (1) intrapopulation nucleotide variation at or close to the mutational equilibrium with substantial interpopulation genetic structure in stable areas; and (2) molecular hallmarks of a recent population bottleneck and an absence of genetic patterns of isolation by distance in unstable areas. To address these questions, we simulated explicit demographic models representing scenarios of stability or recolonization of SAF areas with respect to the last glacial maximum (LGM; Carnaval et al., 2009) . We evaluate the support of the data by the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) approach that allows direct comparison of competing evolutionary models under a Bayesian framework. Overall, our results indicate that the origin of C. bergi diversity is ancient and that most SAF areas could have maintained high levels of diversity through the Pleistocene, probably including the southernmost areas. Our results suggest that extant patterns of genetic diversity in this species have been shaped by the interaction of climate-driven evolutionary processes and ancient geological events.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Details for all the analyses are given in the Supplementary Methods.
Study area
Sampling was performed in 13 conservation areas within the Atlantic rainforest in Brazil (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1A ). This rainforest, boasting different physiognomies, is an area varying from the coast up to 300 km inland, where rainfall is originated from oceanic winds and seaside mountain ranges (Oliveira-Filho and Fontes, 2000) . Samples from each conservation area were treated as a population under the criteria of geographic proximity (the geographic distance among sampling sites within a conservation area were o10 km); moreover, we checked for genetic differentiation among individuals from different sampling sites within a conservation area and found no significant differences (on basis to the S nn statistic; see Supplementary Methods). We collected a total of 213 specimens of C. bergi that were cut into two pieces; one part was fixed in absolute ethanol and the other in 10% formalin.
Distribution modelling
We modelled the distribution of C. bergi for the current and LGM (21 kya) climatic periods using the localities sampled in this study (23 points) and the coordinates of the few localities cited in the literature (9 points) (Carbayo and Froehlich, 2008) . As input data for the distribution models, we employed the same seven climatic variables as in other studies in the same region (Carnaval et al., 2009; Amaro et al., 2012) ; that is, annual mean temperature, temperature seasonality, mean temperature of warmest quarter, mean temperature of coldest quarter, annual precipitation, precipitation of wettest quarter and precipitation of driest quarter; information downloaded from the WORLD-CLIM 1.4 database (http://www.worldclim.org/) (Hijmans et al., 2005) . We selected these variables because the ecological requirements of terrestrial planarians, as related to the climatic variables, are presumably similar to those of the frogs used in previous analyses (chiefly high dependence on humidity). Climatic retrojections were performed using the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) and the Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate Figure 1 Geographical distribution of the sampled populations across the SAF region (detailed in Supplementary Table S1). Present-day rain forest coverage is indicated by patched areas. Squares indicate the localities where C. bergi was not found. Lines divide the area of study in CAF, N-SAF, C-SAF and S-SAF.
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DNA extraction, gene amplification and sequencing
We amplified and sequenced B800 bp of the mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxidase I (COI) and B500 bp of the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer-1 (ITS-1) as described in Alvarez-Presas et al. (2011) .
Phylogenetic analysis
After the alignment, we determined the nucleotide substitution model that best fits the data applying the Akaike information criterion; the model obtained was GTR þ I þ G for both genes. We used Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference methods to estimate phylogenetic relationships independently for COI and ITS-1 data sets. Outgroup species selection was based on a phylogenetic study of Geoplaninae (Carbayo et al., 2013) .
We estimated the divergence time of extant lineages under Bayesian inference using COI sequence information. We used the uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock model with a mean substitution rate of 0.017 nucleotide substitutions per site and per million years (Solà et al., 2013) .
Population genetics and ABC-based analyses
Intra-and inter-population variation estimates not included in the ABC analyses were calculated in DnaSP (Librado and Rozas, 2009 ) by excluding ambiguous positions (that is, using the complete deletion option).
We conducted two different analyses (combining COI and ITS-1 data) in the ABC framework. First, to test whether a regional range expansion through a series of colonization events could explain current patterns of genetic variation, we applied the ABC-GLM (General Linear Model) method implemented in the ABCtoolbox package to compare four models based on a general structural serial founder scheme (Supplementary Figure S1 ). In particular, we evaluated the hypothesis of the north to south migration proposed in previous studies (Cabanne et al., 2008; Carnaval et al., 2009) . As alternatives, we evaluated three other scenarios (south to north; from the centre to south and to north; from north and south to the centre). These four scenarios tried to cover all possible cases, as biological differences among planarians and previously used model organisms (mainly small vertebrates) may result in different responses to the history of the region. The specific details about the ABC scheme, including prior distribution of model parameters, are specified in the Supplementary Methods.
Second, we also conducted separate ABC analyses for each individual population (11 þ 4 independent analyses; see below). We evaluated the support from the genetic data at each individual locality for the two demographic scenarios regarding the influence of the LGM proposed in the literature (Figure 2 ). In the scenario of stability (LGM Stability Model (LSM)) we simulated a population of arbitrary founder size, cN e (c can take values between 0 and 1), that originated Tc (120 000 to 5 000 000) years ago before the LGM. In the recolonization scenario (LGM Recolonization Model (LRM)) the locality is refounded Tb (0 to 21 000) years ago after the LGM by a small number of individuals (b ranges from 0 to 0.05). All prior distributions of the model parameters were set to uniform between the above-mentioned values. As we cannot use any of the sampling localities as the putative source for these models (see Discussion), we assumed that the source population (white populations in Figure 2 ) is at neutral equilibrium.
The prospective inspection of simulations results showed that some parameter values drawn from the prior, and therefore candidate to form part of the posterior distribution of interest, generate simulation replicates with no segregating site in some of the two markers. Given that in these cases some summary statistics cannot be computed (that is, they include a division by zero), we summarized our data sets by computing the statistic d-the difference between the average number of pairwise nucleotide differences between sequences in the sample (k) and the Watterson's estimator of the population mutation rate y (Tajima 1989 ), the haplotype diversity (H; Depaulis and Veuille, 1998) and the total number of segregating sites (S) in the sample. These three statistics are expected to be sensitive to changes in the effective population size (N e ), and to correlate with the severity of population size bottlenecks. We computed a vector of six summary statistics (the three above-mentioned statistics computed separately for each locus) in 1 000 000 simulated data sets under each of the two competing evolutionary models. The 5% of the simulations having the smallest Euclidean distances with the observed empirical data were retained to perform the model choice step. We applied the weighted multinomial logistic regression postsampling adjustment (Beaumont, 2008) implemented in the 'abc' package (Csilléry et al., 2012) . We validated our model selection procedure (independently for each population) by using pseudo-observed data sets (PODS) (Peter et al., 2010) . In particular, for each demographic model (LSM and LRM) we generated 1000 PODS by sampling randomly from the prior distributions of the model parameters. We then computed the proportion of PODS where the true model was correctly assigned by our model choice (that is, the confusion matrix), and the mean posterior probabilities (PP) of the true model when the wrong model was chosen. As insufficient summary statistics can produce biased ABC-based PP estimates, we calibrated these probabilities by comparing the PP obtained in our ABC approach with those estimated in sets of 100 discrete bins of probability as in Peter et al. (2010) .
Finally, we also validated the highest supported model in some localities. For that we recorded the fraction of retained simulations (the 5000 simulated data sets closest to the empirically observed data) that have a smaller or equal likelihood than the observed data under the GLM model (P-value of the model; Leuenberger and Wegmann, 2010; Wegmann et al., 2010) . To test whether the estimation of model parameters is unbiased, we checked for the uniformity in the distribution of the posterior quantiles of true model parameters (Cook et al., 2006; Wegmann et al., 2010) .
For the two ABC analyses the multilocus coalescent simulations were performed using the program mlcoalsim (version 1.98) (Ramos-Onsins and Mitchell-Olds, 2007), whereas the vector of the observed summary statistics was calculated with the program mstatspop (SE Ramos-Onsins; available at http://bioinformatics.cragenomica.es/numgenomics/people/sebas/ software/software.html).
RESULTS

Distribution of C. bergi and morphological identification
We found C. bergi at 11 of the 13 sampled localities (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1 ). This species was absent at 11-CJ and 34-FN. All of the 34 examined individuals exhibited the morphological and histological diagnostic features of C. bergi (see Carbayo and LealZanchet, 2003) , and these specimens constituted a monophyletic group in the phylogenetic analysis including other species. We obtained COI and ITS-1 DNA sequences from 213 and 130 individuals, respectively. Figure S2) . The CCSM and MIROC predict that the AF coast, including the southernmost regions, presented climatic suitability for C. bergi during the LGM; the MIROC model predicts a very similar distribution 21 kya to that for present days. Nevertheless, as the prediction models are based on only a few data points, past projections might be not sufficiently accurate.
Phylogenetic relationships
The COI alignment resulted in an 822-bp matrix with no gaps and a total of 226 polymorphic sites (for C. bergi); for ITS-1 the final matrix after running GBlocks contained 451 bp, with 107 polymorphic sites for C. bergi. The list of C. bergi individuals and outgroups included in the analyses together with its GenBank Accession Numbers are provided in Supplementary Table S1 . The COI-based tree topologies inferred through Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference ( Figure 3a and Supplementary Figure S3A ) defines three welldifferentiated phylogenetic groups that are associated with the geographical distribution of the C. bergi populations (designated N-SAF, C-SAF and S-SAF for the northern, central and southern
South Atlantic Forest populations, respectively; Figure 1 ). Five populations are polyphyletic, exhibiting highly divergent lineages (01-AR, 19-PC, 25-SL, 28-SI and 31-ST), with two of them including individuals from two of the major clades (19-PC from C-SAF and N-SAF and 25-SL from S-SAF and C-SAF). Although in some of these populations the animals were collected in two or more sampling sites (Supplementary Table S1 ), the highly divergent genetic lineages (denoted as clade 1 or 2, Figure 3a) found within a population do not coincide with the sampling sites. The ITS-1 tree exhibits basically the same topology as that for COI ( Figure 3b , Maximum Likelihood; Supplementary Figure S3B , BI). For both genes, the 01-AR population (within the Central Atlantic Forest area (CAF); Figure 1 ) is polyphyletic; one of the lineages is basal to the rest of the populations, whereas the other includes extremely long branches that are phylogenetically close to N-SAF or S-SAF clade lineages. Because long branches might generate artefactual clustering, we reanalysed the COI data after excluding the fastest evolving sites, that is, those belonging to the fifth category, as calculated with MEGA (http://www.megasoftware.net/) (Supplementary Figure S4) . The analyses show that 01-AR is monophyletic, but its position in the tree is not resolved; the rest of the populations maintain their phylogenetic relationships, indicating that the anomalous behaviour of 01-AR is probably due to a Long Branch Attraction problem. 
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The analysis using BEAST (http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk/) (Supplementary Figure S5 ) shows that the divergence times of the most recent common ancestor of the deepest lineages of polyphyletic populations are very old (B4.5-7 Mya). In the case of the 19-PC and 25-SL, this timing is very close to the split of the three major geographic clades (N-SAF, C-SAF and S-SAF; B7 Mya, 95% highest posterior density 5.8-8.5). Therefore, the origin of the extant genetic variation likely dates back to the Miocene epoch.
Intrapopulation DNA sequence variation and neutrality tests We found that the levels of nucleotide diversity (p) for both the COI and ITS-1 markers (Table 1) were high compared with those estimated for other planarian species (Sunnucks et al., 2006; Á lvarez-Presas et al., 2012) and even for other organisms (GoodallCopestake et al., 2012) . Many populations are far from the neutral equilibrium, and not all populations deviate in the same direction (Table 1 and Supplementary Table S2 ). For instance, several populations (01-AR, 19-PC and 31-ST) show significant positive Tajima's D values for COI, whereas 28-SI exhibits significant negative values. A similar trend is also observed for the Fu's F S and RamosOnsins and Rozas's R 2 test statistics at both markers, although the most significant cases are at the right tail. In agreement with the previous results, the within-population linkage disequilibrium, analysed using the Z nS and Wall's Q statistics, is also far from neutral expectations. In fact, these deviations are found in polyphyletic populations, and reflect the strong structure found in these samples.
Interpopulation DNA divergence
As anticipated based on the inferred tree topology and the highnucleotide diversity values, the interpopulation genetic distances were quite large (Supplementary Table S3 ); for instance, D XY reaches 0.107 for COI and 0.151 for ITS-1. Moreover, the surveyed populations were highly differentiated (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5) , resulting in very low levels of gene flow (Nm ¼ 0.09 and Nm ¼ 0.06 for COI and ITS-1, respectively). We found in the D XY population-based dendrograms that geographically close populations are also genetically related, both for COI (Figure 3c ) and for ITS-1 (Supplementary Figure S3C) . More importantly, the N-SAF, C-SAF and S-SAF geographical areas are clearly separated in the trees. Unlike the Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference phylogenetic trees based on individuals, the D XY population-based dendrograms (Figure 3c and Supplementary Figure S3C ) display a close relationship between the N-SAF and C-SAF clades, although the internal branch connecting the two groups is short. This analysis also shows that the 01-AR population (CAF) is basal to the other C. bergi populations. The geographical and genetic distances between all population pairs are significantly correlated (Mantel test, r ¼ 0.527, Po0.001 for COI; r ¼ 0.426, P ¼ 0.003 for ITS-1; Supplementary Table S6) .
ABC-based analyses: regional models
We applied the ABC approach to investigate the origin of the presentday geographic distribution of nucleotide diversity across the SAF. We first tested four putative regional scenarios based on serial population founder event models (Supplementary Figure S1) . Model 1, which 
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emulates a range expansion from the northernmost populations, shows the highest posterior probability (PP ¼ 0.427), although it is not more strongly supported than the other three models, and the P-value of the model under the GLM is very low (P-value ¼ 0.023) ( Supplementary Table S7) . Hence, these results should be interpreted with caution because the underlying models include a large number of parameters (that is, a large number of populations), and the modelled scenarios are likely too simple and ignore particular intrapopulation demographic histories.
ABC-based analyses: local models Our validation analyses based on PODS confusion matrices (Supplementary Figure S6 ) demonstrate that our model choice procedure correctly identified the true model in the 80.7% of the cases (74% and 87.3% for LRM and LSM models, respectively). The average posterior probabilities supporting the model when the wrong model is chosen is relatively low in all cases (average PP of the wrong model, PPo0.300), indicating that the wrong model is rarely chosen with high probability. Moreover, calibration analysis show that although posterior probabilities from the ABC method are slightly biased towards one of the two models in some localities (Supplementary Figure S7) , our model choice inference can be considered relatively unbiased in most cases (but see below). These results indicate that our model choice procedure is powerful and unbiased enough to distinguish between the LSM and the LRM scenarios with high reliability. We found that in 5 of the 11 SAF localities, the LRM (that is, involving a bottleneck associated with a recent colonization after the LGM; Figure 2 ) is more supported by the data than the LSM (PP LRM 40.500: Figure 4a ). Nevertheless, in three of these localities (01-AR, 19-PC and 31-ST), the P-value of the model under the GLM is very low (0.058, 0.021 and 0.065, respectively), suggesting that it is highly unlikely that LRM generated the observed data. In fact, phylogenetic trees and neutrality-based tests (Table 1) indicate that these populations are far from neutral equilibrium and suggest the existence of some genetic structure in the samples. To gain insights into the biological meaning of such genetic structure, we performed the ABC model choice separately in some genetic lineages (genetic clusters) of the polyphyletic localities. In particular, we reanalysed the data in three clusters (we reanalysed the data only in clades with nX4 in both markers; that is, clade 1 in 01-AR; clades 1 and 2 in 19-PC; Figure 3a) . The results of these new analyses show that the LSM model is always the highest supported model with high posterior probabilities ( Figure 4b) ; moreover, the likelihood of the observed data is high (P-value 40.500) in all cases. These results suggest that current coexistence in a single locality of two (or more) of such divergent genetic clades might reflect secondary (and recent) contacts of highly diverged populations that were stable during the Pleistocene epoch.
For the other two localities with high PP values of the LRM model (04-ED and 13-EC; Figure 4a ) the likelihood of the observed data is very high (P-values of 0.886 and 0.973, respectively). Nevertheless, these two localities show the stronger bias in the ABC posterior probabilities, especially around the estimated values (Supplementary Figure S7) . After calibrating these probabilities empirically, the LRM is no longer the highest supported model in 04-ED (Empirical PP LRM_04-ED o0.500). This is not the case of 13-EC, where after calibrating the probability the data from this locality could also favour the LRM model (PP40.700). In fact, this probability is still higher than the average probability favouring LRM model in PODS generated under LRM (average PP ¼ 0.678).
For the rest of localities, we found that the LSM model is strongly supported in 07-SO (PP LRM ¼ 0.915) and 10-SB (PP LRM ¼ 0.795). In 16-BB, 22-PI, 25-SL and 28-SI, the LSM model is also the best model but with PP only slightly higher than the LRM (PP LSM o0.60; Figure 4a ). The result of the ABC model choice for these localities is therefore inconclusive. Yet, the likelihood of the data under the selected model in three of them is sensibly lower than that of the other localities (16-BB, P-value ¼ 0.167, 25-SL, P-value ¼ 0.101 and 28-SI, P-value ¼ 0.005). The case of 28-SI is especially noteworthy. Like 01-AR, 19-PC and 31-ST, the samples from this locality are polyphyletic, and show signals of intralocality genetic structure. The reanalysis of the data in one of the divergent clades shows that the LSM model remains to be the best model, with even higher posterior probabilities than that estimated using all the specimens from this locality ( Figure 4) ; nevertheless, the likelihood of the observed data is Phylogeography of land planarians M Á lvarez-Presas et al still low that indicate that the LSM model is not a good model to explain 28-SI data. The visual inspection of the posterior estimates under the selected models reveals that the posterior densities of both the colonization time and the size of the founder population are too wide for both models (Supplementary Figure S8) . A significant bias in the estimation of these posteriors could explain these results. Yet, the distribution of posterior quantiles of the true parameters indicates these estimates are not biased (Supplementary Figure S9) , suggesting that the data do not provide sufficient information to obtain precise estimates of model parameters. Nevertheless, our main objective was not obtaining precise estimates of specific model parameters. Rather, our purpose was to test alternative demographic scenarios and to discriminate among probable and highly improbable models, and this we achieved with reasonable power and accuracy based on C. bergi data.
DISCUSSION
There is an increasing number of studies assessing the impact of the so-called refugia hypothesis using powerful molecular and statistical tools. Here, we contribute to these analyses using a low-mobility and highly forest-dependent organism. We carried out a broad sampling, including several individuals per locality (an average of 19 individuals and 20 polymorphic sites per population at the COI region; Table 1 , upper), which allowed us to conduct a reasonably powerful statistical phylogeographic analysis.
C. bergi genetic diversity has an ancient origin
The deep nodes inferred in the phylogenetic trees (at the intra-and inter-population levels) and the high estimated nucleotide variation within and between populations indicate an old origin of C. bergi diversity. Our BEAST-based dating results (Supplementary Figure S5) reveal that the origin of within-species diversity (B8.5 Mya, 95% highest posterior density 6.5-10.6) clearly predates the last glaciation period (Ledru et al., 2009) ; that is, the split between C. bergi and the outgroup species occurred in the Miocene epoch, but more importantly, many of the within-species splits also predate the early Pleistocene.
C. bergi genetic data do not support a recent colonization of the SAF Our analyses do not support the hypothesis that C. bergi colonized the SAF region recently (after LGM) for the following reasons: (1) there is no evidence of the characteristic molecular fingerprint left by recent population expansions; (2) we showed that populations exhibit high levels of nucleotide diversity and deep coalescent times (until B8.5 Mya); (3) SAF localities present the characteristic isolation-by-distance signal that is not expected for a low-mobility organism in a recently colonized region; (4) there is no clear support for any of the four evaluated regional range expansion scenarios; and (5) the population genetic data either substantially support the LSM or are inconclusive with respect to the most probable model (Figure 5 ), but certainly not show a clear support for the LRM model (with the exception of 13-EC; see below).
Overall, our genetic diversity based results clearly indicate the existence of C. bergi populations during the LGM in the most part (at least from Espírito Santo to São Paulo) of the studied SAF region, with the exception of the region occupied by locality 13-EC. Although our paleoclimatic model-based predictions for C. bergi might not be sufficiently accurate, they also support the preceding statement. The 
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M Á lvarez-Presas et al findings of our survey are also consistent with reports detecting a great number of endemic species (Costa et al., 2000; Pinto-Da-Rocha et al., 2005) and a high genetic diversity in southern regions (Cabanne et al., 2008) . Although our results also agree with recent studies in Amphibia showing stable areas throughout the entire São Paulo coastal region (Amaro et al., 2012) , we detect substantial genetic variation even in states south of São Paulo. The southernmost localities, however, exhibit a different characteristic. Independently of whether LSM or LRM models is more likely, none of them reproduces sufficiently well the observed pattern of genetic variation (the likelihood of the data under both models is very low; Figure 4 ), specially for 28-SI (and the clade 28-SI_1) and for 31-S. Therefore, in spite that there is no support for a simple (and recent) recolonization of these areas, we cannot discard the possibility of more complex recolonization scenarios.
The diversity of the SAF region was shaped by complex interactions between geological and demographic processes The origin of the three major genetic clades that delimit three SAF regions (clearly uncovered by the D XY analysis as N-SAF, C-SAF and S-SAF; Figure 3c ) and of 01-AR (within the CAF area) can be explained by the existence of major geological or geographical barriers. The Guapiara lineament and the Paranapanema River delimit an area between the C-SAF and S-SAF, and the Upper Rio São Francisco crustal discontinuity and the Campo do Meio fault zone delimit an area between the C-SAF and N-SAF (Thomé et al., 2010) . Moreover, the subdivision of C-SAF into two groups seen in all phylogenetic analyses (16-BB and 19-PC vs 13-EC and 22-PI) could be related to the formation of the Paraíba do Sul River Valley (from 15 to 1 Mya; Petri and Fú lfaro, 1983; Silva and Straube, 1996; D'Horta et al., 2011) , a process that gave rise to two of the major AF mountain ranges, the Serra do Mar and Serra da Mantiqueira. Notably, as expected for a major geological event, this pattern is also observed in other species, such as birds (Cabanne et al., 2007; D'Horta et al., 2011) and harvestmen (Pinto-Da- Rocha et al., 2005) . The basal position of population 01-AR (Figure 3c and Supplementary Figure  S3C) suggests that a more ancient physical barrier, the Paraiba do Sul basin, prevented the gene flow between the CAF and SAF. In the N-SAF and C-SAF, most of the populations exhibit high levels of nucleotide diversity, showing a pattern compatible with the standard neutral equilibrium and the LSM scenario. Therefore, these areas should be climatically stable regions for C. bergi (in agreement with predictions of paleoclimate models for forests, frogs and even C. bergi), and thus they were subjected to little or no influence of recent Pleistocene glacial activity. The Cantareira (13-EC) population might represent a particular case. This park houses a secondary forest (of very recent origin) as a consequence of the modifications it has probably suffered as a side effect of being close to the ever-increasing urbanization and road building in the metropolitan region of São Paulo-inhabited by over 20 million people. This feature could explain why the recent bottleneck hallmark has been clearly detected only in this locality.
Our results support that climate changes could have played an important role in shaping, rather than originating, the genetic diversity observed in the SAF region. Indeed, the local ABC analyses reveal that at some localities the populations found nowadays might be formed by a merge of old populations (secondary and recent contacts) that could have stayed stable during the Pleistocene. This situation could be generated if genetically differentiated populations of land planarians (which might result from ancient processes such as isolation by distance or due to ecological or geographical barriers) existed in this region long before the LGM. More recently, these genetically differentiated populations might have come into contact driven by Pleistocene climate changes. Indeed, the most divergent lineages within the most structured populations are formed by the same individuals in both markers; that is, the timing of the secondary contact is so recent that recombination between the mitochondrial and nuclear regions has not had the opportunity to occur yet. This hypothesis might explain the ABC results of 01-AR and 19-PC. The alternating cycles of cold and warm phases promoted changes in the forest composition (Oliveira-Filho and Fontes, 2000; Grazziotin et al., 2006) that could generate new contact regions. Moreover, sealevel changes associated with Pleistocene ice mass retractions and expansions (Suguio and Martin, 1978) may have resulted in repeated cycles of isolation and merging of populations on the coast, which may explain the presence in the 19-PC population of lineages related to northern populations. Our analyses uncover another putative merging between populations situated on both sides of the ancient geological barriers that originated the three main clades. Some 25-SL lineages share a common ancestor with the 16-BB and 19-PC (C-SAF) populations ( Figure 3a) ; this feature may be explained by the recent arrival of coastal C-SAF populations crossing the old barrier and coming into contact with ancient S-SAF lineages.
The coexistence of such high-diverged clades within a single locality might in fact represent some genetically isolated lineages from unrecognized cryptic species (species generated by putative old reproductive isolation barriers, in the absence of gene flow). Our morphological identification results, however, do not support this hypothesis; indeed, all specimens unambiguously matched the diagnostic characters described for the species, whereas the observed slight variations in dorsal colour patterns and length of copulatory apparatuses are not related either to geographic areas or to particular populations or lineages.
Conservation policy outcome
As a consequence of the poor vagility and high sensitivity to environmental modifications, the genetic structure of the populations of C. bergi might mirror the biota's history. The Serra do Mar biological corridor was once a continuous forest landscape. With the aim of conserving and restoring the Atlantic forest, the protection of some SAF areas has been prioritized on the basis of the occurrence of certain target species and landscape structural features (Joly et al., 2010) . From the results of our ongoing study, if confirmed by further surveys, three priority actions could complement these current scientifically based institutional initiatives by providing new executive insights for the Serra do Mar corridor. First, the reconnection of the Parque Estadual do Desengano (04-ED) to the Parque Nacional da Serra dos Ó rgãos (07-SO), the most genetically closely related populations, but the former has been isolated from protected areas through human-caused landscape transformation (Rocha et al., 2003) . Second, to reconnect the Parque Estadual da Cantareira (13-EC) and the Parque Estadual Intervales (22-PI). Furthermore, this action could likely help to alleviate human-induced threatens to 13-EC. Lastly, the boundary of the Serra do Mar corridor might be extended to the South to embrace Parque Nacional da Serra de Itajaí (28-SI) and Parque Estadual da Serra do Tabuleiro (31-ST), as these two areas plus Parque Nacional Saint Hilaire-Lange (25-SL) constitute an evolutionarily geographical unit (Figure 1 ).
In conclusion, this study uncovers a complex scenario in which the extant patterns of biodiversity in the SAF resulted from convoluted interactions among ancient geological events that shaped the distri-bution of lineages, and more recent climate driving evolutionary processes. It confirms the utility of land planarians as a model for phylogeographic analyses, allowing levels of resolution that can improve those obtained using organisms with a higher mobility, and complementing the information provided by current paleoclimate models. This feature is particularly important for providing policy makers with the sound scientifically based technical information required to evaluate the effectiveness of future conservation strategies, such as the establishment of the most important areas to be protected before losing undocumented biological variability, or the design of effective biological corridors that could restore ecosystem functionality. In this context, good knowledge of spatial and temporal biodiversity patterns and the underlying evolutionary processes is critical.
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